List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Jane's all the world's aircraft 2014-2015: development and production**/ by Paul Jackson (ed). Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [629.133 JAC (058027)]
- **Jane's amphibious and special forces 2014 (Issue No.31)**/ by Ewen Southby-Tailyour. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [623.4519 EW (058034)]
- **Jane's world air forces 2014 (Issue No.39)**/ by Lindsay Peacock & Alexander Von Rosenbach. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [358.4 PEA (058035)]
- **Jane's world armies 2014 (Issue No.35)**/ by Reed Foster. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [355.3 FOS (058036)]
- **Jane's world defence industry 2014 (Issue No.34)**/ by Guy Anderson. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [338.7623025 AND (058037)]
- **Jane's world navies 2014: Issue No.14**/ by Reed Foster. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [359.3 FOS (058038)]
- **Jane's world defence industry 2014 (Issue No.35)**/ by Guy Anderson. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [338.7623025 AND (058039)]
- **Jane's world air forces 2014. (Issue No.40)**/ by Lindsay Peacock & Reed Foster. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [358.4 PEA (058040)]
- Jane's amphibious and special forces 2014 (Issue No.32)/ by Ewen Southby-Tailyour. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2014 [623.825 SOU (058041)]
- Afghanistan from the cold war through the war on terror/ by Barnett R Rubin. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013 [958.104 RUB (058042)]
- India's foreign and security policy: challenges and opportunities/ by Shrikant Paranjpe (ed). New Delhi: G B Books, 2015 [327.54 PAR (058045)]
- India’s China war/ by Neville Maxwell. Dehradun: Natraj Publishers, 2013 [954.04 MAX (058046)]
- ISI, Indian mujahideen and global terror/ by S P Lohia. Delhi: Neha Publishers and Distributors, 2015 [303.625 LOH (058047)]
- Reign of the red rebellion: observations from naxal land/ by Gautam Banerjee. New Delhi: Lancers Publishers and Distributors, 2013 [322.420954 BAN (058051)]
- Routledge handbook of international law/ by David Armstrong (ed). Oxon: Routledge, 2009 [341 ARM (058052)]
- Jihad factory: Pakistan’s islamic revolution/ by Anil K Saxena. Delhi: Gaurav Book Centre Pvt Ltd, 2015 [322.420954 SAX (058054)]
- Routledge handbook of new security studies/ by J Peter Burgess (ed). Oxon: Routledge, 2015 [355.033 BUR (058055)]
- War on terror: the legal dimension/ by James P Terry. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2014 [363.32 TER (058057)]
- Understanding war: a history of violence in society/ by E A Vas. Dehradun: Natraj Publishers, 1984 [303.60954 VAS (058058)]
- India and the first world war: if i die here, who will remember me?/ by Vedica Kant. New Delhi: Roli Books, 2014 [940.354 KAN (058059)]


Indonesia’s rise: seeking regional and global roles/ by Vibhanshu Shekhar. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2014 [327.598 SHE (058063)]


Avoiding Armageddon: America, India, and Pakistan to the brink and back/ by Bruce Riedel. Noida: HarperCollins Publishers, 2013 [327.73054 RIE (058067)]


God who failed: an assessment of Jawaharlal Nehru’s leadership/ by Madhav Godbole. New Delhi: Rupa Publication India Pvt Ltd, 2014 [954.042 GOD (058071)]


Dramatic decade: the Indira Gandhi years/ by Pranab Mukherjee. New Delhi: Rupa Publications India Pvt Ltd, 2015 [954.05 MUK (058073)]

SIPRI Yearbook 2014: armaments, disarmaments and international security/ by SIPRI. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014 [355.82 SIP (058074)]


Securing Sierra Leone, 1997-2013: defence, diplomacy and development in action/ by Peter Albrecht & Paul Jackson. Abingdon: RUSI, 2014 [355.0330664 ALB (058078)]

Cybersecurity: global, regional and domestic dynamics/ by Cherian Samuel. New Delhi: Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, 2014 [005.8 SAM (058079)]

Cybersecurity: global, regional and domestic dynamics/ by Cherian Samuel. New Delhi: Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, 2014 [005.8 SAM (058080)]
